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November: another Republican presidency and another Clinton

You know, there are two things I don't want to see happen next

Sanders can say that she can't: He has been for them, not for a few

adopt his positions on many, perhaps most, of them. But while

will have to address those issues. And to secure much needed

key economic issues. But as Sanders' campaign gains traction she

"Agenda for America,"

month, when he announced his candidacy, Sanders outlined his

his presence in the campaign is bound to worry Hillary Clinton. Last

Democratic nomination and maybe he won't, but one thing is clear:

for president ought to be taken seriously. Look, maybe he'll win the

Jazz Presents... Features Counting Down the 100 Most Played Jazz Standards
1:07 / 6-9:01 RT / 6-1:01 RT
3:14 / 6-8:71
6:21 / 7-60:71

Jazz Presents... is heard Sunday midnight-1:00 a.m. during Just Jazz at WNTI.org

New & Recommended CDs

Pete Malinovich: Emerging Markets (Glass Beach Jazz)
Pete Paci Malinovich has created an American-sized jazz band with an All-American sound and melody!

Jay Vonada: The 2 Bass Band ... Live (Groovebone Music)
With a variety of ensembles and a progression of schedules, Jay Vonada is in equal parts funky and tuneful, and consistently exhilarating. Rollins' pure trombone sound is bold and muscular, but lyrical when it should be,

Golden Age of American Song when great music was popular and

with a variety of ensembles and a progression of schedules, Jay Vonada is in equal parts funky and tuneful, and consistently exhilarating. Rollins' pure trombone sound is bold and muscular, but lyrical when it should be,

Masa Kamaguchi — whose interplay is captured on the track, "Bass Thing" — performs his

Billy Mintz:

Jay Vonada: (independent):

Dennis Rollins: Velocity Trio  — with Ross Stanley on the Hammond organ and

Pedro Segundo on drums and percussion — is in equal parts funky and tuneful, and consistently exhilarating. Rollins' pure trombone sound is bold and muscular, but lyrical when it should be,

Bruce Harris, tenor saxophonist Rich Perry, bassist Doug Weiss, and drummer Victor Lewis —

Mintz provides ample proof that free jazz remains a vital, creative, inspiring force in today's.

Jay Vonada:

Robert Brown — whose interplay is captured on the track, "Bass Thing" — performs his

Jay Vonada: (independent):

Barell presents Sinatra's music

The 2 Bass Band ... Live (Groovebone Music)

Singer-songwriter

Vonada heads a solid quartet of Mac

fine recordings, Jay Vonada has been keeping the flame of jazz — and jazz trombone — lit in

exhilarating. Rollins' pure trombone sound is bold and muscular, but lyrical when it should be,
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Pedro Segundo on drums and percussion — is in equal parts funky and tuneful, and consistently exhilarating. Rollins' pure trombone sound is bold and muscular, but lyrical when it should be,

Bruce Harris, tenor saxophonist Rich Perry, bassist Doug Weiss, and drummer Victor Lewis —

Mintz provides ample proof that free jazz remains a vital, creative, inspiring force in today's.